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This page requires Javascript. Modify your browsers settings to allow Javascript to execute. See your
browsers documentation for specific instructions. To install your download click on the name of the
downloaded file.Canon Authorized Dealers provide the highest quality service and are supported by
Canoncertified technicians using Canon Genuine parts. Please contact your Canon Authorized dealer
for all your service needs. Need to find a dealer The driver may be included in your OS or you may
not need a driver. Recommended Drivers File Name Date File Size Optional Drivers File Name Date
File Size Recommended Software File Name Date File Size Optional Software File Name Date File
Size. We delete comments that violate our policy, which we encourage you to read. Discussion
threads can be closed at any time at our discretion. Used Like NewPlease try again.Please try
again.Please choose a different delivery location.In order to navigate out of this carousel please use
your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. In order to navigate out of
this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading.
Register a free business account Please try your search again later.With a large 24.1 Megapixel
CMOS sensor, fast autofocus, builtin wireless connectivity and more, it combines fantastic features
with easy operation for highquality images youll be proud to share.The cameras wide ISO range
means confident shooting in nearly any light.It also helps you accurately see what the lens sees,
even in bright sunlight.Configuration Base No matter where your next adventure takes you, count on
the EOS Rebel t7s impressive 24. 1 Megapixel CMOS sensor and wide ISO range of 1006400 H
12800 to capture highquality images, even in lowlight situations.Configuration Base To calculate the
overall star rating and percentage breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple
average.http://honderhotel.com/UploadFiles/FCKeditor/20201206071525.xml
canon microprinter 55 manual, canon microprinter 55 manual download, canon
microprinter 55 manual pdf, canon microprinter 55 manual free, canon microprinter
55 manual review.
Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item
on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Please try again later. Xena 5.0 out of
5 stars Took amazing photos on my travels to the desert and the Arches. Auto focus is great and take
superb close ups. It struggles to adjust to high contrast lighting and can be slow to adjust in
general.The first one had a messed up sensor on it. I sent it back to Canon for repair. It came back
worse than when I sent it. They wanted me to send it to them again. HA! But, I had a ton of lenses
for a Canon I cannot afford to replace, so I am stuck with one. This second one has what appears to
be oil spots on the photos. I am returning it and lenses or no, I am going to purchase a Nikon.Canon
and Amazon tech were unable to provide a solution to fire remote flashes except for optical trigger
which doesn’t work when the camera body is enclosed in a photo booth head and the build in flash
cannot be used. Canon said this is a stripped down version and doesn’t expect the user to require
remote flash. Other than that this is a great low cost entry level DSLR camera.Everything came in
one box. Small and easy to use. The two lenses gave me everything I needed to get started.I got this
new updated camera for my youtube channel and I use a RODE mic attached to it for better sound
quality.This is a great camera for beginners!Easy to use and is a complete set with zoom. Excellent
camera for beginners and experienced alike. I bought an attachable flash for myself but it does come
with one.Its good, wanted the T7i but ended up with this model. If you are getting your first dslr you
cant go wrong.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Buy this to not get disappointed.
ThanksSorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote.

Please try again Picture quality pretty
good.http://dcicz.org/userfiles/instruction-manual-ipod-shuffle-4th-generation.xml
Quite a range of settings beyond auto for those who want to take the time. Only down side for me is
the one year limited warranty. Very disappointing!Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try
again I’m still trying to figure this out. Needs a different lens then what it comes with but I’ll figure
it outSorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Very happy girl!Sorry, we failed to record
your vote. Please try again But came in early opened and checked every thing seems to be all there
and good to go.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again So far he loves it and likes to
experiment with all the features it has.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again It’s very
user friendly and well worth the money.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again.
Sortimentet med kompakta EOS M och EOS Rsystemkameror i fullformat ger kraften hos en
spegelreflexkamera i ett kompakt kamerahus. Vi gor allt vi kan for att forutse, forbereda och minska
eventuella avbrott i var verksamhet. Vara reparationstider kan bli nagot langre och vi vet inte annu
nar vi kan aterga till var normala serviceniva. Vi beklagar de besvar detta innebar for dig och tackar
for din forstaelse och ditt stod i vart fortsatta arbete med att halla verksamheten igang pa basta
mojliga satt. Vi meddelar dig sa snart vi har ny information. Canon IXY DIGITAL 20 IS Canon IXY
DIGITAL 900 IS Panasonic Lumix DMCLX100 It can be calculated with the following formulaIts
slightly higher Sensor resolution is used in pixel pitch, pixel area, and pixel density formula. For
sake of simplicity, were going to calculate it in 3 stages.Its usually 1.33 43 or 1.5 32, but not always.
Warranty may be either Onsite or Carry in, depending upon the Customers location. Using
counterfeit ink will harm your printer as well as render your warranty void. Description Using a
small cost per print with its low capacity cartridge, the PIXMA MP287 makes for an economical
printing option.
Increase your creative options by printing your favourite frame from a video that you shot with your
camera using the Full HD Movie Print. Personifying elegance, simplicity, and true perfection right
out of the box, the mesmerizing PIXMA Black Series makes everyday printing, copying and scanning
tasks easier than ever before. The matte finish gives this printer a snug look. The scanner is top
loading type Flatbed. The top panel covers the scanner bed that is built to fit an A4 sized sheet.
Beside the scanner bed, you will find the 7segment LED panel which houses a soft power button and
a button that allows you to choose from three preset paper sizes. The panel also has a FittoPage
button with which you can adjust the size of clipped web content so that it fits onto a single sheet of
paper. This rear input tray has a capacity to hold 100 pages for you to print your favourite photos
and important documents. The scanner unit opens up to reveal the cartridge bay, where the Black
and Tricolour cartridges can be fit into the colour coded docks that match the colours of cartridges.
The Canon MP287 allinone printer is an easytoinstall device. The Canon PIXMA MP287 can handle
paper of A4, A5 and B5 sizes. The Canon MP287 can print your desired photo 10 x 15 in 43 seconds
ensuring brilliant quality. With the hybrid ink system; create sharp and brilliant colour images with a
maximum colour print resolution of 4800 x 1200 dpi. Print your Photos without sidelines on all four
sides of this printer with the Borderless printing option. With Auto Scan Mode, you can directly scan
the contents of the scanner bed to the PC. The Canon Printer has scan speed of 15 seconds for an A4
colour document. Scan various documents of different sizes, as this scanner houses a scanning area
size of 216 x 297 mm. This Canon Pixma MP287 Printer can multicopy monochrome and colour
documents up to a maximum of 20 copies of a single document.
The MP287 Canon Pixma colour inkjet printer has the ability to photocopy colour documents with a
copy speed of 2.6 cpm. With the USB 2.0 connectivity option, it is easy to connect this Canon printer
to a computer for printing and scanning requirements. Using the Easy WebPrint EX software, you
can easily print content from websites. Quite fast printing speed for this price range. Also, the
Manual is very explanatory. With manual in hand, setting up the printer is a childs play. Took me

1015minutes to set it up. Before we can use the printer, it prints 3 A4 sheets to Align the print
heads. Scanning is fairly easy, and the quality is good too, as. READ MORE Karan Kohli Certified
Buyer Nov, 2011 75 13 Permalink Report Abuse 5 Awesome I am very happy today just got my
printer delivered by Flipkart, i have to tell this they rock super support and delivered in 3 business
days exactly without any issues. Now with the printer super awesome, very easy to setup took me
15mins from installing the CD to making the printer print my first Calendar and scan some pictures.
Great quality of printing,scanning and copying. Love it.Pura paisa vasoool. Lol. READ MORE Pratik
Jain Certified Buyer Sep, 2011 22 7 Permalink Report Abuse 3 Good multifunction printer with
Foolish bugs Pros 1. Brilliant Scan quality. 2. Very good print results. 3. The softwares bundled with
printer make it easy to perform various operations. Cons 1. Costlier per page printing. 2. Makes
much noise 3. Takes much time for heating inks. 4. THE WORST THING When any of the cartridges
is empty, YOU CANNOT PERFORM SCAN OPERATION. Its very FRUSTATING !!!! What is the
relation of empty ink with scan operation!! Canon shitheads must have known this!! This fact has
been mentioned in their DISCLAIME. READ MORE Rushabh Gohil Jun, 2012 30 2 Permalink Report
Abuse 5 BUY IT.! I ordered my Canon PixmaMP287 on 25th November and it was delivered next day
though it said delivery period is 46 days!!
Just finished installing and tried scanning and printing some docs. Let me tell you, I have been a
somewhat proud owner of two HP Deskjets. And, by the initial printing and scanning, this Canon
beats them hallow. I hope it continues this wayD. If anyone out there is looking for a Multifunction
Printer, then go ahead and buy this one. It has amazing features with for a. READ MORE Ritesh
Certified Buyer Nov, 2011 25 7 Permalink Report Abuse 2 Printing is expensive The Canon Pixma
MP287 is a great MFP at this price. It has 1 Nice software support to scan and scans quickly 2 Quiet
mode for working at nights less noise 3 Copy function works independently of being connected to
computer 4 Decent photo printing use a good quality photo paper DOWNSIDE a Printing is very
expensive the cartridges do not last long.Not for heavy printing.My suggestion to all is not to buy
this printer. As far as general specifications go, it is an excellent printer. But if you check out the
price of the cartridges, you will get a shock. Just buying the cartridges twice will cost you more than
the printer itself. And beware, these cartridges CANNOT be refilled. If you have deep pockets, go for
it. My suggestion is to always go for a printer which has refillable cartridges, like HP. The decision is
yours. READ MORE Chinmoy Mitra Sep, 2012 4 0 Permalink Report Abuse 5 Great, budget, AIO
printer Advantage Canon is proving their excellence in optics. They keep stand on their quality in
printing tech too. Scanner produces much better result for this price range. Printing speed is
excellent at standard print quality, no smudge, no wobble. Copier gives the same result at nominal
speed like regu. READ MORE SENTHILKUMAR JOTHI Certified Buyer Dec, 2011 4 0 Permalink
Report Abuse 5 Excellent peice of technology.! First things first.Hats off to Flipkart service and their
cooperative customer care. Cancelled this order at the last moment but no hesitation from their side.
They sent it back but I ordered again after a few days and got delivered the next day after the
confirmation phone call.I dont know how they manage it so fast.! Now about the product I had an HP
Deskjet Single function printer before and the logic board got short circuited and the repair costed
same about a new printer so decid. READ MORE Deepak Vernekar Certified Buyer Feb, 2013 6 1
Permalink Report Abuse 3 Canon is not Ink efficient Hi all, I insist you go with HP ink efficient series
printers which are very economical and fine printing as well. Only thing matters is, you need to
spend 1500 more than this Canon printer which is not a bad idea for those who print more. The
black catridge costs around Rs.400 and color at Rs.450 I guess. Best Wishes, a.v READ MORE
Venkatesh Adusumalli Oct, 2012 3 0 Permalink Report Abuse 2 dont buy this.please Now 4 months i
have used this product. BEFORE 4 MONTHS my father says for a printer.and i ordered this for my
shop. I am so happy that days because printing quality is good scanning is easy to use. but but. after
few days when black cartridge got blank.Post your question Safe and Secure Payments. Easy
returns. 100% Authentic products. The Canon EOS 2000D Body Digital SLR Camera camera has

CMOS Sensor sensor. As far as the ISO levels are concerned, this camera supports Auto. Movies can
be recorded at a resolution of 1920x1080 Pixels 1080p HD,1280x720 Pixels 720p HD. It supports
memory card types of SD, SDHC, SDXC. Overall, this camera weighs and has 3 Inch display to click,
and preview images. Canon EOS 2000D Body Digital SLR Camera Price in India Canon EOS 2000D
Body Digital SLR Camera phone price in India is Rs 64,999..Read more User Reviews and rating Be
the first one to review. 5 Stars 4 Stars 3 Stars 2 Stars 1 Stars Rate Device Review Device Review
Device 1.0 Poor 2.0 Average 3.0 Buyable 4.0 Good 5.0 Excellent Characters Remaining 3000 Post
Review X Be the first one to review. We have sent you a verification email.
Canon reports first ever quarterly loss, cuts dividendFor reprint rights Times Syndication Service.
Im not NPR; I get no government handouts and run no pledge drives to support my research, so
please always use any of these links for the best prices and service whenever you get anything.
Thanks for helping me help you! Ken. Great Lenses for Macro Any halfdecent macro lens is
extraordinary for use as a normal or telephoto lens for general photography — but here Im
discussing which lenses are best for serious macro shooting. With any 40mm to 60mm macro lens,
by the time you get close enough for serious macro work, youre so close that you block your own
light, annoy the subject, and the picture looks funny because of the unnatural perspective from
being too darn close. Therefore, these will all be indistinguishable from each other as far as
sharpness for serious macro use is concerned. These are so good technically that sharpness doesnt
matter — but focal length does. All of these are at least as sharp, and usually sharper than regular
lenses, even at infinity. See also How to Shoot Macro. See also the Comparison sections of many of
these reviews for far more details. Wont work on 35mm or FX fullframe. Wont work on 35mm or FX
fullframe. VR is nice handheld when used as a tele, but is of no help when shooting serious macro,
which we do with strobes. They all can be used with extension tubes to get to 11 life size or more. In
its day, this was the exotic dream lens of professional bug and macro photographers, but today for
product shots, it doesnt do it for me with its lateral color fringes at very close distances. Wont work
on 35mm or fullframe cameras. This means a grain of rice can fill a fullframe! With this lens, you
cant shoot anything at any less than lifesized. It also replaces 70200mm lenses! Skip this and get the
90mm There is no 200mm macro for Minolta or Sony, so this is the best there is, with flawless
optics.
Even if the optics can be as good as the others, the mechanical quality of the samples Ive seen has
not been up to my standards, and there is far more potential for the lenses you buy today not to work
on the cameras you buy tomorrow with these brands than with cameramakerbrand lenses. Today,
youre much better off with a used manualfocus MicroNIKKOR for even less money with far superior
quality, but hey, if you prefer these offbrands, dont let me stop you. It costs you nothing, and is this
sites, and thus my familys, biggest source of support. These places have the best prices and service,
which is why Ive used them since before this website existed. I recommend them all personally. Its
great people like you who allow me to keep adding to this site fulltime. Thanks! Thank you. Please
check on the Pinelabs page at the time of checkout. Please check on the Snapmint page at the time
of checkout. Built with cutting edge technology, the camera allows you to shoot in multiple moods so
that you can get the perfect shot in any sort of landscape while the 24.1megapixel propels your
photos to the next level. The camera comes with two lenses 1855mm and 55250mm to give you
stunning pictures no matter where you are. The camera is perfect for shooting a wide range of
activities like nature, sports and various other such aspects while the multiple shooting modes allow
you to achieve the perfect shot according to your needs. All the amazing photography features are
accompanied by superfast and efficient connectivity features to accommodate easy sharing of all
your captured goodness. Stunning Photography Ability The Canon EOS 1500D DSLR Camera sets
remarkable standards of quality of photography. It possesses an impressive 24.1megapixel CMOS
sensor that allows you to capture the most aweinspiring images. The 1855mm and 44250mm lens
ensures you get detailed pictures at all times no matter where you go.

The camera also helps you to capture epic film masterpieces in fullframe full HD to ensure you
capture the most smallest of details for the ultimate photography experience. Well Built Design The
photography abilities of the Canon EOS 1500D DSLR Camera is designed to be very agile which
makes it the perfect option for you on your adventures. The 3inch display allows you to get amazing
shots and views while the battery allows you considerably long hours of shooting. To add to this, the
WiFi connectivity and other connectivity features make it perfect for sharing pictures which makes it
a perfect option and helps to deliver reliable and unparalleled performance. The kit also comes with
a 16 GB memory card to store all your pictures while a carrying case aids in easy portability. Croma
has a network of 97 Croma stores spread across 20 cities. By availing Cromas omnichannel services,
a customer can order their favorite electronics online and pick it up from the nearest store in as less
as two hours. With Cromas virtual aisle, a customer can place an order of their dream gadget that
may not be available at the store, but available on www.croma.com and get it delivered to their
doorstep. Additionally, the express shipping feature enables a customer to get product delivery in
less than 48 hours. Croma also allows customers to gift the freedom of choice to their loved ones
with Gift Cards and eGift Vouchers of multiple denominations. Croma also enables a customer to pay
by their preferred payment option. We also allow customers to avail various Easy EMI options. To
ensure that our customers enjoy their product to the fullest, we also encourage them to safeguard
their products by availing an Extended Warranty across all categories. Shopping at Croma will be a
fulfilling experience giving you access to a wide range of products at competitive prices. All this
comes with a great after sale service provided by an authorized 24 x 7 customer care center.Clear
List.
Please expand the article to include this information. Further details may exist on the talk page. July
2020 The Aseries started as a budget line of cameras, although over time its feature set varied from
lowend pointandshoot cameras to highend prosumer cameras capable of rivalling Canons
Gseries.The Axx series that followed offered full manual control on most models in a fairly bulky
body. The Axx series has branched off into the A5xx replaced by the A1xxx series, A6xx, and A7xx
series the latter replaced by the A2xxx series. Aseries camera are generally powered by 2 AA
batteries. The Canon PowerShot A60 and A70 cameras were the first digital camera models in their
class to feature aperture and shutter priority, and full manual modes.More recent models generally
do not support remote capture.Archived from the original on May 9, 2009. Retrieved 30 October
2009. Archived from the original on January 6, 2010. Retrieved 30 October 2009. Archived from the
original on May 3, 2009. Retrieved 30 October 2009. Archived from the original on January 7, 2010.
Retrieved 15 July 2010. Archived from the original on January 11, 2010. Retrieved 15 July 2010.
Archived from the original on January 7, 2010. Retrieved 15 July 2010. Archived from the original on
November 1, 2010. Retrieved 15 July 2010. Retrieved 30 October 2009. Retrieved 30 October 2009.
Archived from the original on May 29, 2009. Retrieved 30 October 2009. Retrieved 30 October 2009.
Retrieved 30 October 2009. Retrieved 30 October 2009. Retrieved 13 January 2012. Retrieved 21
March 2012. By using this site, you agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. This allows you to
fit more of the scene into the photograph based on APSC format. 3. optical zoom 3.2x 1x The zoom
range is the ratio between the longest and shortest focal lengths. It also provides a shallow depth of
field, allowing you to blur the background to focus attention on the subject. 2. widest aperture at
maximum focal length 2.8f 2.
8f With a wider aperture the sensor can capture more light, helping to avoid blur by enabling a
faster shutter speed. Rounded blades, often only found on more expensive lenses, improve the
appearance of the outoffocus areas. This allows you to attain better, softer looking bokeh in your
photos. 4. aperture blades 7 6 The aperture controls how much light gets through to the camera’s
sensor. More blades is often an indicator of a better quality lens. It also allows you to achieve much
nicer looking bokeh when blurring out your background, whereas a lens with less blades will often
produce harsher, more polygonal bokeh. 5. smallest aperture at maximum focal length 22f 16f A

smaller aperture reduces the amount of light reaching the sensor. This is important in bright
conditions where a wider aperture could result in your image being overexposed. Another advantage
is that with a smaller aperture you get a greater depth of field, and can keep all of the image in
focus. 6. smallest aperture at minimum focal length 22f 16f A smaller aperture reduces the amount
of light reaching the sensor. Another advantage is that with a smaller aperture you get a greater
depth of field, and can keep all of the image in focus. Focus 1. minimum focus distance 0.35m 0.24m
This is the closest distance that the lens can focus. This is essential when you wish to take photos
including far off objects, such as when shooting landscapes, in order to make sure everything is
sharp and in focus. It can be assumed that most parts are interchangeable, however some machines
may be modified so that supply items toner, developer, imaging, and drum cartridges may not be
compatible.Please contact us for options. Precision Roller is in no way affiliated, sponsored or
endorsed by these copyright owners or their affiliates or dealers This website uses a secure server to
encrypt all sensitive information. You must have JavaScript enabled in your browser to utilize the
functionality of this website.
This system enables shooting in a wide variety of conditions, from bright sunlight to dim indoor
scenarios due to ISO performance of up to 12,800, which can be expanded to 25,600. The APSC
camera also has builtin WiFi connectivity with NFC that allows for wireless transfer of images and
video to social networks and cloud storage via the Camera Connect mobile app. Also, NFC enables
fast connection to mobile devices as well as the CS100 Connect Station. Full HD video in MP4
format is possible with the T6i in addition to stills and it has Hybrid CMOS AF III for fast, accurate
autofocus during movie shooting and during Live View. Additionally, the EOS scene analysis system
can detect nearinfrared light and flickering light sources to provide the best information for
metering the scene. High speed continuous shooting at up to 5 fps ensures you will not miss a shot
during fast action and this is benefited by the use of a 19point all crosstype autofocus system.
Creative filters are also available for preset looks for your photos and videos. The EOS Rebel T6i is
compatible with the full line of Canon EF and EFS lenses. An internal focusing system provides fast
autofocus, and with a Stepping Motor STM and sixgroup zoom system it supports the Rebel T6is
Movie Servo AF feature for smooth and quiet continuous autofocus during video recording. Manual
focus override is possible. At the core of the T6i is the 24.2megapixel APSC CMOS sensor and the
DIGIC 6 Image Processor, both of which work together to produce high resolution images in a
variety of shooting conditions. This is possible through a native sensitivity of ISO 10012,800, which
is expandable to 25,600 for situations that demand it. Its tilt and swivel capability makes shooting at
odd angles easy, and a smudgeresistant coating keeps the monitor clear. Sevenlevel brightness
control is available. Intuitive touchscreen control makes menu control simple, and even offers Touch
Autofocus. Full HD 1080p Video Capture.
Full HD Movie mode supports Movie Servo for continuous focus tracking of moving subjects during
recording. Manual exposure control and a builtin stereo microphone with manual audio level
adjustment provide highquality control over your shooting, and multiple frame rates and resolutions
provide qualitylevel and stylistic shooting options. Stills can be recorded during video shooting
simply by pressing the cameras shutter button. 19Point All CrossType AF System. For fast, accurate
focusing in a variety of situations, the T6i features a 19point all crosstype AF system. This allows for
speedy focusing performance when using the viewfinder as well as in area selection modes. Hybrid
CMOS AF III. The Hybrid CMOS AF III System is utilized when shooting photos and video in Live
View. Combining two different kinds of AF phase and contrast detection continuous focus tracking
becomes faster and more accurate than ever before in Live View. BuiltIn WiFi Connectivity with
NFC. Wirelessly transfer images and videos with the builtin WiFi connectivity of the T6i. When used
with the Camera Connect mobile app users will be able to quickly and effectively upload files
directly to social networking sites. Also, with NFC the camera can be paired to compatible mobile
devices quickly, as well as to the CS100 Connect Station. Other Features In the Box Use single

quotes for phrases. Please, log in or register Sign up for newsletter today. Also central to the
impressive specification of the EOS 550D is a highspec movie mode which offers full HD capture at
up to 30 fps, manual control over exposure, and the option to use an external stereo microphone.
The new camera also inherits the EOS 7Ds sophisticated metering system. Canon has pulled out all
the stops with the EOS 550D and produced the most highlyspecced Rebel weve ever seen.
It is hard to imagine how much more we might realistically expect from a product of this type, and
although the improvements that Canon has made over the EOS 500D arent revolutionary, the 550D
is a better camera than its predecessor. In terms of both still and video capture, the 550D is
currently the best camera of its type on the market. Good for Allround use, enthusiasts looking for a
bargain second body, or beginners that dont want to outgrow their camera anytime soon. Shedding
some light on the sources of noise. When you purchase through links on our site, we may earn an
affiliate commission. Learn more Then check out the Canon EOS Rebel T7. Although its very similar
to the T6, the new model features a higher, 24megapixel sensor and some performance
improvements that set it apart. At the same time, the T7s feature set is expansive enough for those
who want to grow their photography skills. Editors note Canon has released the successor to the T7,
the Canon EOS Rebel T8i. Unlike the T7, the T8i also has an articulating 3inch touchscreen. Todays
best Canon EOS Rebel T8i deals Canon EOS Rebel T8i DSLR. It weighs 1.75 pounds with the battery
and SD card and measures 5.1 x 3.9 x 3.1 inches. The grip is wrapped in textured rubber for a solid
and comfortable handhold. The T7s body is otherwise mostly plastic, but the modest build quality is
not surprising given the cameras price. External controls provide onetouch access to the most
important shooting parameters, such as ISO, white balance, focus and drive modes. In combination
with the quick menu Q button, youll rarely have to go into the full menu system. But if you do, youll
find that the internal menu is logically arranged in colorcoded categories for shooting, playback and
setup. Theres also a My Menu option for saving and accessing a group of up to six of your most used
settings. Both the optical viewfinder and the 3inch LCD are relatively bright and clear, though the
display is fixed and lacks a touch screen.

